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Viva la Lengua

Location

is a unique Spanish language school located in Alicante
that is ideal for foreigners who share a passion for learning Spanish and 
language, culture  and art. We want to share our passion with you!

In our language courses we have developed a Learning Plan to manage 
all necessary skills needed to improve in grammar, writing and speaking 
comprehension, and written and oral expression.

We have bright, cheerful, and comfortable installations that will make 
your experience more enjoyable. The school has three classrooms and a 
recreation area.  Internet access is offered at no cost.  All our rooms have
air conditioning.

We are located in Plaza del Ayuntamiento, 2 in a characteristic 
building where the classrooms and recreation area have 
spectacular views. Come to share it with us! 

Our school is just 2 minute walk from 
Postiguet Beach, the Port and The Spanish Esplanade.
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Alicante

Main attractions

Several tourists attractions

 is a Mediterranean city of the Spanish cost.
The population is around 335,000 people. It has an average annual temperature 
of above 18 C and more than 3,000 hours of sunshine per year. Different 
civilizations have passed through these lands leaving their mark which can be 
seen on all corners of this emblematic city. Maybe this is the reason why 
Alicante’s people are so open and warm.

Alicante is the city of sun, has less than 37 rainy days and its 
weather is confortable all year long. The average annual 
temperature is above 18ºC, lowest temperatures in January: 
between 17ºC and 6,3ºC, and the highest in Agust: between 30,8ºC 
and 21,2ºC.

Another touristic attraction in the city is the dramatic night life that 
mostly takes place in the old quarter known locally as el Barrio. 
There is a large array of pubs, restaurants, terraces, and night 
clubs. There is an ideal place for all ages, preferences, and 
environments. Take an evening stroll and you will surly find a 
wide variety of relaxing live music, gastro pubs, and night clubs 
with electro or rock music open all night.

Alicante offers delicious cuisine based on rice, salty fish, sea 
food, and locally grown vegetables. The city offers a traditional 
dish called paella, which is made with different types of sea food 
and vegetables. The most well known Paella called El Señoret, is 
made with hand peeled shrimp and saffron. Other typical dishes 
include salty fish salads and olives. Some common desserts 
include home-made ice-cream, horchata, or turron. Turron is 
often made by mixing almonds, honey, sugar, and egg white.

Weather

Nightlife

Gastronomy
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Our courses objectives are based on a Learning Plan that includes

in all our courses.

Courrent prices available in our website:
http://www.vivalalengua.com/precios-accesibles/

required objectives for each level according to The Common European 
Framework of Reference for Languages, as grammar, vocabulary, speaking, 
reading and writing, accents and common expressions.

If you are looking to learn Spanish quickly while completely 
immersing yourself in a Spanish environment with culture and art, 
this course is for you!

20 hr Spanish lessons + 2 hr additional Activities and workshops  
once a week in the afternoon. 
Educational material included.*

We offer 6 different levels: Basic,  Beginners I, Beginners II

We offer 6 different levels: Basic,  Beginners I, Beginners II

Intermediate I, Intermediate I and  Advance.

Intermediate I, Intermediate I and  Advance.

Start dates:  Every Monday except for Basic course.

Start dates:  Every Monday except for Basic course.

Do you want to learn Spanish and enjoy the never ending days of 
sunshine in Alicante? This Spanish course is designed for learners 
who would like to relax but learn at the same time. Immerse 
yourself in Spanish culture while enjoying your time abroad in 
Alicante.

10 hr Spanish lessons + 2 hr Activities and workshops once a 
week in the afternoon.
Educational material included.*

Afternoon Spanish lessons - 3 hours/week
3 hs Spanish lessons per week. Educational material included.*
Scheduled: 1.5 hr, 2 time per week in the afternoon.

Morining Spanish conversation - 4 hours/week
5 hs Spanish lessons per week. Educational material included.*
Scheduled: 2.5 hr, 2 time per week in the afternoon.

*Restrictions: Minimum 1 week course. Openings based on 
availability. Workshop material and additional excursion costs are not 
included.

Intensive courses

Semi-Intensive courses

Other courses:

Free enrollment
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Accommodations

Information for Agencies and Intermediates

For further information, please contact:

Viva la Lengua offers four basic
options that are based on individuals preferences and 
budget.  We want to help as much as possible. If our options do
not best fit your needs, we are willing to look for additional 
housing.

Viva la Lengua is open to work with agencies and
intermediates.   We offer a 20% comission on all our courses
booked through your company. In case of groups, your commission
can reach 25%. Our process to work with intermediates is easy
and efficient.

Marisol Cortés - mcortes@vivalalengua.com

Activities

We believe individuals learn language through the richness of our culture and its 
colorful personalities that represent us: Cervantes,Neruda, Frida Kahlo, Picasso, 
Lorca, Cortazar, Fuentes, García Márquez and many others.  

Our activities, day trips and cultural lecture include:

Each week, several workshop lectures and
excursions are scheduled to complement your learning.  

Spanish cooking classes     Spanish-speaking film screenings    Calpe day 
trip    Mexican cooking classes    Cultural lecture about Lorca    Altea day 
trip    Handcrafts workshop    Tabarca Island day trip    Cultural lecture 
about Frida Kahlo     and many others.

|
| | |

|

|
| | | Flat

Accomodation with spanish family - full aboard

Accomodations with spanish family - half aboard

Shared flat - single room
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